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Who We Are

• Nonprofit, Community Development Financial Institution

• Established in 2008

• Provide financial services that create pathways out of poverty through:

▫ Personal Loans

▫ Financial Coaching
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Addressing poverty

Recognizing the endemic nature of American 

poverty—as well as the interlocking issues that 

together form barriers to eradicating it—we use 

financial empowerment in a holistic way to meet the 

needs of our clients, foster true social mobility and 

chip away at the wealth and opportunity gaps in our 

society.
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Our One-on-One Financial Coaching Process
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Financial Simplicity involves an easy, clean 

and practical way to talk about healthy 

financial practices.

Why? No one wants to be left out of opportunities for their financial future because of 

misfortunes, mistakes, or mistrust. 
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When someone is stuck in their financial situation, worried, 

overwhelmed, depressed, and unempowered → we need to 

first get them unstuck.

How do we do this?

Emotional intelligence + 

Financial simplicity
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Emotional Intelligence: 

the capacity to be aware of, control, and express one’s 
emotions, and to handle interpersonal relationships judiciously 

and empathetically.

“Emotional intelligence is the key to both personal and 
professional success.”
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Bad Debt or a Poor Credit History
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Think of bad debt as dirty laundry that piles up over time



Establishing order in your financial life
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Feels like freedom



You’ve probably heard this a bunch of times:

An average unbanked American will 

spend $40,000 over her lifetime on check-

cashing fees

Bank branches being closed in low-

income and minority communities → 

“bank desert”
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Source: https://www.economicinclusion.gov/surveys/place-

data.html?where=Florida&when=2017



Reasons our Clients feel overwhelmed about banking

52% of unbanked households said they “do not have 

enough money to keep in an account”

• Many checking accounts have no minimum balance, 

but may charge a small maintenance fee

• More based on a feeling of not deserving this, instead 

of it not being available

30% of Unbanked households said they “don’t trust 

banks”

• Talk about previous experiences with bank
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A Social Worker’s Mantra:

1) Do for

2) Do with

3) Cheer on

Pragmatic steps for 

EMPOWERMENT!
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Empowering Clients as to why to Get Banked

• Choose one near their home or work; or find 

online bank

• Find out where they stand.  Order a free 

ChexSystems report.

• Open a second chance account
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https://www.chexsystems.com/
https://www.gobankingrates.com/banking/9-banks-dont-use-chexsystems/


And...stopping a poverty mindset 
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The Need Vs. Want Dialogue (Analytical vs. Emotional)

Food, shelter, clothing: these are needs, basics for survival. Wants are not 

necessary for survival, but are important for other reasons, such as making life 

more enjoyable. Many times, what feels like a need is actually a want. 
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Predatory Services that Appeal to Emotions

Payday lender

Rent-to-own stores

Prepaid debit cards
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$220 TV

(78 payments of $10)

= $560 total interest

$325 Initial Loan

(78 payments of $10)

= $468 Total Interest

Wants...wants...wants



Credit Card Debt in Florida
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Debt.com - https://www.debt.com/credit-card-debt/

https://www.debt.com/credit-card-debt/


Teaching the Tools
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In the Needs vs. Wants Dialogue

Not just what resources, 
but how to access them.

• Basic information

• Factual

• Remove jargon
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Types of Debt   
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Good debt is a tool. Bad debt is a barrier.

Good Debt Middle Ground Bad Debt

• Buying a home

• Paying for college

• Business loan

• Credit cards – Pay 

down your balances 

each month to no more 

than 30% of your total 

available debt

• Debt you can’t afford

• Rent-to-own

• Payday loans



Using credit as a resource for the things you 
NEED

• Insurance

• Getting an apartment

• Applying for a job

• Getting a business loan

• Buying a house
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FICO® Score Rating What This Score Means

800+ Exceptional

• Well above the average score of U.S. consumers

• Demonstrates to lenders you are an exceptional 
borrower

740–799 Very Good

• Above the average of U.S. consumers

• Demonstrates to lenders you are a very dependable 
borrower

670–739 Good
• Near or slightly above the average of U.S. consumers

• Most lenders consider this a good score

580–669 Fair

• Below the average score of U.S. consumers

• Though many lenders will approve loans with this 
score

<580 Poor

• Well below the average score of U.S. consumers

• Demonstrates to lenders that you are a risky 
borrowerSource: https://www.myfico.com/Downloads/Files/myFICO_UYFS_Booklet.pdf



Personal Testimonies

Moving from ANXIETY to EMPOWERMENT

“I brought my student loans back into good 

standing after being in default for ten years, 

and am only paying them $10/month, brought 

my credit score up 90 points, got an actual 

credit card, and gained a fair amount of 

general money awareness. It no longer gives 

me crippling anxiety to look at my credit report, 

which is huge.”
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How to Sign Up for Financial Coaching?

• Coaches will help your clients achieve their goals

• Submit an online inquiry: www.GoodFund.us/coaching

• Clients see the following results:
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Refer to our Financial Coaching Today!

• Submit an online inquiry: www.GoodFund.us/coaching

• Contact Hillary Feeney: 

▫ hillary@capitalgoodfund.org

▫ 866-584-3651 ext. 130

• Contact Danielle Glaysher:

▫ danielle@capitalgoodfund.org

▫ 866-584-3651 ext. 165
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Nikki – Coaching Graduate

“Don’t wait. Don’t hesitate. Get your body in here. 

Get yourself a Coach, and let them show you the way.”

mailto:hillary@capitalgoodfund.org
mailto:danielle@capitalgoodfund.org
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